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Clicl<ing Away the Cash
Students payfor useless tech

by irene morse
ircnc.morsc@utdallas.cdu

College students are always ready to
complain about how expensive textbooks
arc, but when it comes down to it, they recognize the necessity of buying books. Most
of the time, the textbook is an integral, or
at least a helpful, addition to
the class lectures.
However, not a!l
required supplies are quire
so
essential.
UTD students
have recently been
asked to buy CPS

(Classroom Performance System) brand
clickers for some math and science classes,
and, with regard to these clickers, students
definitely have a right to complain, considering the ways they are used (or not used)
and the expense associated with them.
A disclaimer related to this issue is necessary. It is not as if UTD is acting alone
in requiring sn1dents to purchase .clickers.
Many colleges across the country have
made dickers an important part of the
classroom and a way to make learning
more interactive.
'D1e problem is that the UTD classes are
not using them to facilitate learning, but
instead to take attendance. A professor
will display a ''quiz" (usually a simple
lectut·e-based question that will not
actually be graded), and students will
input their answers using the clickers.
The professor will then use that data
0
not for any educational purpose,
but for attendance data.
This is most certainly
a pointless waste of
time considering that
instead an attendance
sheet could simply
have been passed
around. The professor would not
have had to write a
question, the students
would not have had to use

Whatever happened to just saying "present"? itlustration by hung-shiu kwee

the clickers (and work tl1rough any associated technical difficulties), and the class could
have proceeded with little interruption.
However, perhaps the biggest issue here
is the cost students incur from the clickers.
Fust, one must purchase the clicker, which
go for about S28 (including tax) at the
bookstore. Mter buying the clicker, one
must then purchase a subscription. A Sl3
subscription will last for one semester, and
a S39 subscription will last forever. This
means that a student could potentially end
up spending S67 for a device that's only
current purpose is to take attendance.
Unfortunately, the bookstore does not
carry used dickers, and the staff claim that
once a clicker has been connected to one
student's eLearning account, it cannot be
connected to another person's. However,
there is no conceivable reason why the
clickers cannot easily be reconnected to a
new user's account, since they are subscription based, so it seems that once one subscription expires or is cancelled, another
could begin. This, in turn, means that the
bookstore should carry used options; yet
for some reason it still doesn't.
Additionally, in some cases, students are
forced to buy a device that is rarely or never
used. In .courses taught by more than one
professor, the course syllabus may direct all
students to put·chase clickers, when in reality certain professors do not intend to use
them at all.
1l1is becomes an even more important issue upon examining..the return policy of the
bookstore, which stjpulates that the clickers
cannot be returned once the box has been
opened. This creates a completely unnecessary expense and gives students an extra piece
ofjunk floating around their dorms, especially since students are not able ro resell their
dickers to gain back at least some marginal
amount of their lost money.
IfUTD is interested in introducing clickers into the classroom, it is going about it in
the wrong way. UTD and individual professors
should start by being very clear about whether

Technology can be a
great addition to the
classroom, but it should
be for a concrete
purpose, ~ot technology
for technology's sake.
or not clickers arc necessary for a class.
In addition, if clickers arc to be used in
class, they should be used for much more
than attendance. 'D1ey should become a
way for professors to assess student opinion
about various issues, such as how difficult an
exam was. Or they should be used periodically within a lecture to spice things up, encomage student interaction, and make sure
people are paying attention.
Finally, there should be options for the
students who arc paying for them, such as
used clickers in the bookstore or a renting
option in the McDermott Library.
Technology can be a great addition to
the classroom, but it should be for a concrete purpose, not technology for technology's sake. It is clear that the math and
science departments have not thought
through their purpose for these clickers
sufficiently, and therefore they should not
have required them for classes.
If this issue is not resolved soon, either
by e-xpanding use of the clickers to more
than attendance or by discontinuing their
use, UTD students will only continue to
complain about this additional stretch of
their wallets. •
The clickers really know bow
to push Irene's buttons.
Dismss this article at amputd.com!
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Miscommunication and technical problems plague new system
seems to have been mostly resolved, there are
While both JAMS and OIM work gener- you to call in pretending to be you and get
still isolated reports of students continuing ally the same way, the transition between the your password reset. For obvious reasons, I
to encounter this problem. However, it is two has caused quite a few problems, most won't elaborate on exactly how, but this is a
unclear whether this is a lingering problem of which took over a week to fix and some very real problem.
in the system or if it is with users' browsers of which still aren't fixed as of the writing of
Even though it's been five weeks since the
this article in mid-March.
caching the old site.
rollout, a systematic solution for these probby taylor buttler
taylor.buttlcr@gmailcom
In addition to that, the system has had
One of the problems was with the ability lems has still not been found. A few of them
trouble recognizing any users who have to create new accounts. Specifically, new ac- can be solved by manually correcting the
dual roles, such as student workers, making counts weren't and still aren't being ~reated issue for each student individually, but the
On Monday, February 21st, the Informa- it so that they could access almost nothing properly, meaning that new applicants to sheer number of users makes this impractition Resources (IR) department, in conjunc- through the Galaxy portal. After more than a UTD aren't able to activate their accounts, cal.
tion with the Oracle Corporation's People- week of being unable to find a systematic so- obtain their NetiDs, and check their admisWhile there are many reasons for these
Soft applications, rolled out the ne" Galaxy lution for this, they opted to go through and sion status online.Their information exists in myriad problems, the one that truly stands
system. This system is intended to be a cen- manually correct the roles for each student the ;ystem and the actual ~dmission process out is a lack of communication. The impletralized portal which allows students, faculty, worker iil.dividually.
is unaffected, but they are unable to use their mentation of Galaxy and OIM involved
While the new Galaxy system was being account.
a collaborative effort between the several
and staff to access all of the systems they use
on a day-to-day basis-Zmail, Exchange, rolled out, the Information Security (InfoAnother problem with OIM is one of se- subdepartments of IR, InfoSec, and outside
eLearning, Orion, Gemini, StaffTools,MyP- Sec) department was simultaneously mak- curity. In the old JAMS program, if a user PeopleSoft techs.
arking, etc. However, the implementation of ing a transition in its account management needed to reset their password, the Help
When it comes to solving the problems
this system has been anything but ideal. The program, switching from a program called Desk could look up and usc their security that have arisen, communications have been
system has been plagued with problems, and JAMS to a program called Oracle Identity questions to verify the user's identity. With less than stellar between these groups. M ost
the attempts to fix them have been seriously Management (OIM), also made by the Or- the new OIM program, however, the Help have involved either denials or noncommittal
hampered by poor communication.
acle Corporation.
Desk can no longer see your security and ambiguous statements. In one particular
This isn't to say that these problems have This primarily aftions, so it would be very pos- case, a department, intentionally or not, outarisen because people have been slacking on fects the internal
sible for someone who is not right lied about having fixed the account cre:l
the job; they haven't. In fact, many people employees of
ation problem, saying that
it was solved when, in fact,
have been working overtime, some sleeping the InfoSec and
in their offices, working to try to fix the probnot been .
... a department, it had
lems. However, it can't be denied that most
'W hile the amount of
of the problems with the system are still unintentionally or not, effort that has been put in
solved five weeks after launch.
both to implement these
outright lied about systems and solve the probAs an employee at the Help Desk, I've
been well-informed about the problems with
having fixed the lems that have cropped
the system and the varied efforts to solve
up is laudable, it has been
account creation· bogged down considerthem.
ably by poor software and
The biggest problem that the new Galaxy
problem ... poorer
has faced is its connection to Orion.Theoreticommunication.
cally, Galaxy is supposed to have several links
The University needs to
to the main parts of Orion (Student!Applicompletely reevaluate their approach, first
cant Center, Financials, Academic Records,
and foremost by improving communications
etc.) that allow you to do what you need to
between the man)' people that are sacrificing
do in Orion and then reconnect to the maio
their time and energy to try to solve this very
portal page. However, for the majority ofstuimportant problem. •
dents, clicking these links prompted students
to reenter their log in information-which
it shouldn't have to do-and then told them
Even withuut security questiuns, Taylor
that their user name and/or password were
will verifY your identity all night long.
Discuss this 11rtic/e Ill qmf>HttJ,com!
invalid, even if they weren't. While this issue Temoc does his best to patch the system together. illustration by anastasia konstans
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Subtle Racism
Facebook page used to mock international students
ers, parking enforcement officers, and the tion, they have dehumanized a group by that none of the comments made were inchess team. While TCM's first posts about reaching into what would normally be con- herently racist, their implications become
UTD's quirks were tasteful and humorous, sidered their persorial space. It's . true that clear when comments by users and TCM
within one day of its inception TCM was odors don't stick to one's personal space; acknowledge that their subjects are "brown"
already running out
it's also true that · and "Indians."
of content to keep
the pungent odor of
According to the Fall 2010 University
by finny philip
fphi1ip2008@gmail.com
the crowds laughing.
curry can linger, even Profile, 18% of the student population was
- - -· ~~·-·----~·-··· ·········· -·"''"'"' ~
In order to get their
after hand washing. classified as Asian-American and 16% were
TCM's comments aren't
cheap laughs they
However repugnant considered international students. India is
In elementary school I was part of a turned to making just in bad taste, but also
a person may smell, the first foreign country of origin for UTD
group that verbally assaulted a certain distasteful comments
it is horribly impolite students, and curry is an integral part of
girl daily for her lack of style, cleanliness, about the various could easily be construed
to tell them this in Indian cuisine. If our students continue to
money, and friends. That).kfully, I eventual- cultures at UTD. as raosm.
any other way than face harassment, UTD's efforts in attractly learned that making fun of someone for Among their most
in private and with ing a diverse student body will certainly be
being different <lid littie in the way of mak- objectionable posts ·
utmost se~sitivity. hampered. International students already
ing friends. The most it ever did was make are "Is that curry I
This is college, after face culture shock, financial worries, and
me feel better about being a chubby, anti- smell next door? Ah, the Spring semester all, and not elementary school.
much more. Why punch them in the gut
social kid with horrible basketball skills. has indeed begun." and "Someone farted in
TCM's comments aren't just in bad for what's in their gut?
taste, but also could easily be construed
Unfortunately, UTD students have been class. It smelled like curry. TCM."
UTD is excellent at attracting students
using the relative anonymity of.the inter- - At the very least, TCM's comments are as racism. Food is an integral part of cul- from around the globe. Even our hometure, and is often part of a national or ra- coming theme this year, Whoosh Around
net to unleash diatribes against minorities unwarranted attacks on personal dignity.
on campus. Egged on by their peers, these Jokes about a person's body odor
cial identity. Various cultures enjoy the. World, acknowledged the diversity we
students have engaged in an orgy of hate hurt the pride of their subjects.
curries that range from Trini- see on campus as well as want to see in the
evocative of the slayings of innocents seen Not only have they commitdadian sweet curries to spicy future. If UTD is to continue to foster an
in Lord of the Flies. While the in~group ted the crime of generalizaThai curries. While it's true environment that welcomes newcomers as
rabidly basks in their hate, the out-group
well as the more than 2,500 international
has little choice but to face the sharpened
students, a spirit of understanding and resticks of their masked marauders.
·spect must be bred on campus. Programs
Total Comet Move
Incoming freshmen are quickly indocsuch as the iFriend Cultural Exchange
trinated in the stereotypes ofUTD culture.
Program, created by the International StuIndian International student with bad
Without a football team to rally behind,
dent Services Office, seek to pair up an inwe have c:;reated an identity mainly based
ternational student with a student versed
odor due curry consumPtion -~- TCM :)
on our campus' lack of typical university
in American culture. This program is an
culture. The lack of a definitive symbol of
opportunity to change people's paradigms
UTD has caused us to create a conglomabout international students and what they
erate of stereotypes to create ·a collective
bring to UTD, and it only takes an hour
a week. Whether through the formality of
identity. Unicyclists and Segway riders have
a cultural exchange program or through .
become a part of our campus myth despite
the fact that they are completely misrepresharing a table with someone from a difsentative of the student population. A few
ferent culture, Comets shouldn't hesitate
Facebook groups have been created in recto make international connections during
ognition of our odd stereotypes.
their time here. •
Total Comet Move (TCM) is a Facebook page attracting over 760 followers that
posts quips about common UTD stereotypes, much like other websites that focus
When Finnyforts, it smells /ih
on a generalization such as TotalFratMove.
daisier and cinnamon.
Disatss·tiJU.IIrlitk-at llmptmi.ttmt! ·
com. TCM lampoons groups such as gam- photoillustratio·n by st~plianle chiu
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Bait -and Switch
Dining Hallfa·vishes guests, deprives students

by jessica higgins
jrh095020@utdallas.edu

"People in suits!!" When I received this
text from my roommate, I knew it meant

only one thing: great Dining Hall food
awaited me at lunch that day. It doesn't take
a future rocket scientist (though UTD isn't
lacking in a supply of them) to realize the
correlation between the presence of people
in business dress on campus and a superb
dining e.,'<Perience. Like Pavlov's dogs, the
sight of a well-dressed gaggle of scholarly
people on campus makes my mouth water
v•ith anticipation. The problem, though, is
that the fabulous show accompanying the
suit-wearers doesn't translate into the average experience a student has at the Dining
Hall; in fact, it doesn't even come close.
When prospective students (and parents of prospective students) ask me my
least favorite thing about UTD, a question
that invariably comes up, I always have the
same response: the Dining Hall. The Dining Hall that many see when they visit the
school is not the one of reality. It is incredibly frustrating to me that the Dining Hall
puts on a show for all of the people who
visit campus, but doesn't perform for its

On one recent weekend
trip to the Dining Hall,
the selection of hot food
was limited to a few
pizzas, hamburgers, and
a giant bowl of brussel
sprouts.

primary consumer, UTD
students. I do realize that
we want our campus to be
at its best during conferences and tours, and this
should include the Dining H all. H owever, there
should be less of a difference between the days we
host guests on our campus,
and the everyday studen~
experience.
One of the biggest
complaints students have
is the quality of food on
weekends. Often the Dining Hall will only be serving sides, and many of the
stations will be completely
dosed. On one recent
weekend trip to the Dining Hall, the selection of
hot food was limited to a
few pizzas, hamburgers,
and a giant bowl ofbrussel
sprouts. Hardly a nutritious and balanced even worse on weekends, when the Dinselection! And yet a similar charade is put ing Hall doses at 7pm and the Pub is not
on weekend after weekend. I understand open at all. The Dining Hall also opens late
that there will probably be less of a crowd on Sundays (at llam), so between dose
and less of a selection on Sarurday and Saturday night and open Sunday mornSunday, but being greeted by only a few ing, students go for 16 hours without food.
sides and pizza just doesn't cut it for most And the UTD shuttle bus doesn't run afstudents. If the Dining Hall wants to keep ter 6:45pm Saturday or at all on Sunday, so
students corning back meal after meal, and students without a car are at an even bigger
year after year, the quality and presenta- disadvantage.
tion of the food will need to improve at the
The situation is only exacerbated by the
times when the Dining Hall isn't trying fact that the Dining Hall often begins shutto impress visitors and only students are ting down early, packing up stations up to 40
around, especially on the week~nds.
minutes before the already too early closing
Additionally, the hours are unsatisfac- time. And, students still eating 10 minutes
tory. On weekdays the Dining Hall closes. after the official closing time will often have
at 9pm and there is no food available on the lights shut off on them. No restaurant
campus after llpm when the Pub closes. would ever give its customers such service,
IfUT Dallas wants to be on par with other most will simply stop taking orders after
major universities, they are going to have a certain time and allow customers to finto expand their food services. Most major ish their meal. If any restaurant turned the
universities have food available somewhere lights off on and kicked out its customers
on campus 24/7. The situation becomes 10 minutes after;clos~; they ,w.ould.not be

in business long. However, the Dining Hall
has no problem doing just that.
By not providing the caliber of service
students require, the Dining Hall is definitely harming itsel£ I know many of my
freshman peers and I will not be purchasing a meal plan at all next year because of
the spotty service we have received. However, there is a limit to the effects student
complaints will have; the Dining Hall has
effectively cornered the market by way of
the contract they have with UTD that requires all freshman to purchase a meal plan.
Because they have this guaranteed group
of forced consumers, the Dining Hall has
much less of a need to cater to what students want. They are turning a profit no
matter what, even if it hurts the university
as a whole. •
jessica also puts on a show for all ofthe people who
·
visit campus.
1 piscuss ~h~ .'!'df.ck f't amptf.td.~gm! · :' 1
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ExpiOSiVe lnterventi on
America bountifully bombs Benghazi's bitter enemies
on its own, we cannot truly claim to support missions for far longer than most Western
democracy if we allow the Middle Eastern European states. If we want their contindemocratic movement to lose momentum as ued allegiance, we have to give sometimes.
violence destroys it. Though not all democ- . But ifwe want to look like we aren't trigger
racies support us, we do have easier relations happy and aCtually neo-colonialist, we also
on
average with democracies than with au- have to fall back or abstain sometimes.
by lindsay bernsen
lindsay.bernsen@urdallas.edu
tocracies.
We founded NATO and created the
Will the U.S. continue to take part in UN, signing ·compacts with both; there are
a multilateral effort its British and French reasonable expectations that wewill con tinLike the wars in Iraq and Mghanistan,
allies instigated, even at the risk of further ue to fulfill our leading roles, and it is in our
the situation in Libya raises many quesalienating the Middle interests to do so (though by which means
tions, a significant number of which are
East? Should our is certainly up for debate). As an affirmative
at present unanswer.able but still ·worthy
obligations vote, rather than in abstention, in the UN
of consideration: What about our Constit h r o u g h Security Council's vote to establish a no-fly
tution? Can ·the President of the United
NATO and zone and authorize any reasonable measures
States really take war-like actions without
to protect civilians, we also created an implicit, though not legal, obligation to help
the consent of Congress, and more imn-~_..,~.-:'::::'·;rJhti~klr~~~~;';g:.A
portantly, the people? (Yes, yes, the .~
support that zone, and the passage of the
War Powers Resolution, but is that
no-fly zone initiative itself is
really acceptable?) Is humanitarian
considered a mandate for
intervention ever justified, and
international action.
how can it be rectified with no-;·
On the morning of
ti~ns of state so~cr~ignty? .Is
..
March 26, 2011, PresithJs truly humamtanan, or IS
.
dent Obama declared (via
it just humanitarian postur~--- ;.
the-white House's subscriping for political capital? If the~
.
.
tion email service) that we were,
rebels ultimately win, will )hey elect some.·
·
in fact, ceding central authority
one who represents ~e' U.S.'s interests?
.
·
of mission Odyssey Dawn over to
Would the electi~~(a pro-U.S. leader ac- .
deposing Ghaddafi), and that makes
NATO and that victory was close
tually hurt the ~.,.more in the long-term
enforcement of that zone an opportuto achieved: "The role or'American
nity for the U.S. to improve its desperate
forces in tlus mission is limited.-Mter
than the electign of a leader representative
of the Libyarpeople's interests by prevent- relations with the region. If, for
providing unique capabilitie~ at the being vibrantlcontinued democracy (and the consistency with the responses
ginning, we are now handing over control .
economic growth it is so interineshed with) to other countries, the U.S. had
of the no-fly zone to our NATO allies and
the UN bind us to partners, including Arab partners like ~and perpetuating stable, friendly, dictator- refused to enforce a pro-civilship (and the extremist angst that propa- ian initiative-after repeatedly
military actions against other tar and the United Arab Emirates.'' And:
gates in such,envi.ronments)?
claiming to have entered wars more
states?
"~ddafi's air defenses have been taken
It is no surprise that out, and his forces are no longer advancing
Some questions are easier to puzzle out, for the sake of those whose country we
and the international news media and col- occupy than for the defense of our own idemilitary leadership of Libya across Libya."
umnists around the world have been trying ologies and access to economy-pumping raw
quickly shifted from France
Our sitUational questions have been anth~ hardest, albeit with incomplete inforresources- the blatant hypocrisy would have
(the first to volunteer its swered,yet the overarchingquestions ofhow
rrfation.
damaged the same relations that enforce- missles and aircraft and an outspoken op- much America shoUld be involved in the
ment will improve. ponent of the treatment of the Libyan reb- world, and how much the President should
In your liberal els; very anti-Ghaddafi personally) to the be ableto"tlecide for America, remain. •
attire,
you might U.S., with the world;s most expensive and
Is this truly humanitarian, or is it just
surmise that even . technologically upkept military. Britain
Lindsay has a realpolitik. bowler, a corporatist
humanitarian posturing for political capital? though Libya is and France are strong allies, and Britain, at
cravat, and a mer:cantilist monocle.
not a turning point least, supported our Mghanistan and Iraq
Discws1:his article at amfJutd.tom!

...

Why Libya (and not Yemen or Bahrain)? Is Libya some kind of turning point
. in the rebellions.taking place in the Middle
East that we can't afford to ignore?
Slip on your realpolitik bowler and maybe the answers are simpler. We don't have
conflicting obligations to Libyan allies that
would prevent us from taking actions (as
with the Saudis who have interests in Bahrain's current regime), and the geography
of Libya is strategically favorable (unlike
scarcely populated Yemen). Ghaddafi, clearly crazy; is an easy target. The Arab League,
eager to show the world their moral colors,
are in favor of the Libyan no-fly zone
(though not of forcibly
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'Hot for Teacher
A seven point plan for education reform

by zach fichtenbaum
zachfichtenbaum@gmail.com

My mom has been an 8th grade American history
teacher with Dallas ISD for over 15 years. She wakes up at
Sam most days, talks to parents in the evenings, and plans
lessons on the weekends. That's to say nothing of the daily
discipline issues she faces ranging from drug use and gang
activity to violent campus interruptions. Still, she manages
to be loved by her students, respected by her colleagues,
and cherished by her administrators.
So, I was surprised to learn that she is responsible for
breaking the public education system. After all, that's the
message we've been hearing from self-purported "reformers", politicians, and pundits for the past several years. Of
course there are no silver bullet solutions to complex and
systemic challenges, but the current national dialogue revolves around vilifying and demonizing the work of teachers and their unions.
The recent documentary film, Waitingfor Superman, vilified Randi Weingarten, head of the American Federation
ofTeachers while portraying former D .C. Public Schools
Chancellor Michelle Rhee as heroically battling the epidemic of bad teachers, taking on their greedy unions,
and
advocating
the great work
of
charter
schools. Back

in fact-based reality, the American Federation ofTeachers
has been at the forefront of adopting innovative contracts
across the country. Randi Weingarten is among the most
reform-minded union leaders in the movement's history,
and according to Stanford's CREDO center, only 17 percent of charter schools outperform public schools.
Convenient proposals aimed at blaming teachers do
nothing to foster a national conversation that can improve
America's education'al system. Here are seven proposals to
begin a more constructive conversation:
1. Endorse the CCSSO's Common Core Initiative.
The Council of Chief State School Officers has worked for
years to develop national college- and career-oriented standards for levels K-12 to replace 50 incongruent state education standards. This non-federal initiative has been lauded
by experts from across the ideological spectrum. 46 states
and 3 territories have voluntarily signed on: The stubborn
holdouts are Texas, Alaska, Misso~ri, and South Carolina.
2. Develop multiple measures systems of teacher
evaluation and focus on evidence-based development
programs. In almost every other skilled profession, we expect that excellence comes with the culmination of training, experience, and professional development. We must
apply the same expectation to the teaching profession and
reject the idea that bad teachers can't get better and good
teachers can't become great ones.
3. Reduce the need for remedial education and
develop a path by which capable
students can exit from special
education programs.

It is too often the case that once a student is identified
as ·having special needs, they are never again returned to ·
the regular student population. While some students may
need permanent·support from these programs, many who
would otherwise excel after a short duration of targeted
assistance remain trapped indefinitely in these extremely
high-cost environments.
4. Find out something about education in rural areas.
This nation has a legacy of outstanding thinkers and leaders that grew up hours away from the nearest large city.
However, during my three months inside D.C.'s education
policy beltway, I never heard anything about education in
the country's rural ar~as. We simply cannot ignore such
an abyss of missirtg information on what's going on in the
country's country.
5. Do away with the 19th century academic calendar.
We can't prepare students for a 21st century economy based
off a farmers; almanac from the 1880s. We must lengthen
the school day, extend the academic year, and focus on a rigorous birth-20 (as opposed to K-12) academic career. That
includes birth-to-five early childhood enrichment and up
to eight years of post-secondary education. A wealth ofresearch indicates that extending instructional time through
these measu.res can foster a better environment and lead to
significant improvements in student achievement.
6. Forge meaningful partnerships with all stakeholders, including parent associations, policy organizations,
business leaders, and yes-unions. Unions and professional organizations must be made partners as opposed
to enemies in the fight to improve the education system.
Unions help teachers do their job as effectively as possible,
business leaders are interested in an educated work force,
parent associations give valuable support, and policy organizations want to advocate for effective budget proposals.
7. Restructure the school finance system.This is a bold
and perhaps impossible suggestion. But the United States
is one of three develof?ed nations in the world that has a
regressive school financing structure; that is, the wealthiest districts are equipped with greater resources and the
neediest districts are left with far fewer.
Improving public education remains too vital to an issue to allow it to be hijacked by simple-minded attacks
hurled at the invaluable professionals on the front lines. To
me, that's a lesson we simply must learn. •
Zach is aformer intern with the American Fedl'ration ofTeachers
and a momma's boy.
Discuss this article at am,(Jutd.com!
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politics in America's goofy upstairs neighbor

by peter elliott
pelliott@utdallas.edu

It's election season again in Canada.
In a few short weeks, our friends in the
north will go to the polls for their 4th federal election in 7 years. On March 25, the
Canadian Parliament passed a motion of
no-confidence against the reigning Conservative government. The confidence vote
comes after a committee found the Con- .
scrvativcs in contempt of Parliament for
not revealing the full costs of their crime
policies. Th.is finding of contempt is a first
for Canadian politics, but the effect that it
will liave on an election-weary public remains to be seen.
Before I delve into the possible outcomes
of this election, here is a brief overview of
Canada's governmental structure and its
major parties. Canada has a parliamentary
system that is patterned heavily after the
British system. H~wcver, there are some
key differences. Most notably, the coalition
governments common to most parliamentary systems are more or less unheard of in
Canada. Instead, a minority government is
likely to form if no party gets a clear majority. The minority government seeks support
from any of the other parties to pass confidence issues like budgets but is generally
solely responsible for moderating its agenda to stay in power. Since 2006, Canada has
been under a minority government headed
by the Conservatives, who have already
survived one electoral challenge.
There are four major political parties in
Canada.
The Conservatives, headed by Stephen
Harper, is a political party formed in 200~
out of "the ashes of several right-leaning
parties. Their policies usually sit fairly far to .

Three of Canada's political leaders in action photoillustration courtesy of alex garcia topete

the right of the current status quo, but they
The final party, the Bloc Qyebecois, is
have been kept in check by the other parties. something of an oddity. They only field
Mter the last election, Stephen Harper has candidates in Qyebec, and the main plank
taken on an almost dictatorial stripe, twice of their agenda is the separation of Qyesuspending Parliament when his govern- bec from the rest of Canada. While many
ment was under intense scrutiny.
planks in their platform track farther to the
The Liberal party, currently headed by left than tl1e NDP and Liberals, they have
Michael Ignatieff, has been the ruling par- supported many Conservative policies in
ty in Canada for most of its history. Prone order to bring about increased autonomy
to strong, charismatic leaders, the Liberal for provincial governments.
party has been havWhat will the
outcome of this elecing troubles finding
~ tion be? An unlikely
strong leadership of
Layton can also lay
1ate and has had a
but possible result
different leader for
claim to having the best would be a Liberal
the last 3 elections.
majority or minormustache in all of North ity
The New Demogovernment.
cratic Party, often reIgantieff
is the best
American politics.
ferred to as the NDP,
leader that the Libis headed by. Jack
erals have had in alLayton. A centremost a decade. H e is
left party with some socialist leanings, they well-spoken, persuasive, and certainly more
have play~d a major role in the last decade charismatic than Stephen Harper. That
during the minority governments. Layton said, he has many strikes against him that
can also lay claim to having the best mus- may sink him in the polls (he supported
tache in all of North American politics.
both tortur~ am:J ~h.e ~ar_ip l~aq)1 and. l}e

has the problem of motivating a weary, disaffected liberal base. The Liberals also have
to contend with a crowded field on the left
side of the spectrum, while the Conservatives have no opposition for right-leaning voters. Nevertheless, a Conservative
majority is also unlikely. Canadians have
seen what Harper has done with what little
power he has now, and a hard shift to the
right under a Conservative majority would
bring many changes to the Canadian way
of life. It is no coincidence that Consen'atives have only held majorities for short periods of time, usually sandwiched between
long Liberal terms.
As a majority government is unlikelyand a coalition government improbablethe maintenance of the status quo, a Consen,ative minority, is likely. However, that
outcome will certainly lead to leadership
shakeups in most of the parties. Harper,
for all of his faults and lack of charisma, is
probably the best leader tl1at the Conservatives have, and has largely been able to
moderate the far-right portions of his party
with the aim of maintaining power. A leadership battle in the Conservative party will
be bloody and may fracture it back into its
constituent parts.
If you want to follow the election as
it unfolds, I recommend the Globe. and
Mail, or M cLeans, Canada's two largest
print institutions. ThreeHundredEight.
com provides poll analysis in the vein of
Nate Silver's FiveThirtyEight.com, and
C-SPAN will probably continue its tradition of showing the CBC feed for election
night.
While this election will likely not lead
to any major shakeups in Parliament, its
effect, no matter the outcome, will prove
very important to all of Canada's political
parties, and will have effects far into the
future. •
Peter is insanely jealous of
jack Layton's glorious mustache.
Difcus! this artif-141 ~~ amputd.cp"!!
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On Wings of Angels
Westboro Baptist Church returns whence it came

by becky aguilar
rja090020@utdallas.edu

In a burst of fire and brimstone, the
Westboro Baptists suddenly vanished on
Friday, April 1st. Although the authorities
remain baffled, the Church's sulfurous disappearance can only mean that they were
called up to Heaven for their pious exercise
of free speech. This signals the beginning
of the rapture and the coming of the apocalypse. We sinners have been left behind.

Dissidents condemning
the Westboro Baptist's
saintly message as
torment and bullying,
Fred Phelps is laughing at
you from his warm place
in the afterlife.
"For those of you who live under a rock
or in a pineapple under the sea, the Westboro Baptists were a noteworthy group of
individuals that advocated for their right
to free speech. They valiantly braved the
media·attention and championed their belief that the US's embrace of homosexuals
was at fault for the the deaths of U.S. sol. diers and the economic downturn. Did the
LGBT groups listen? No. The Westboro
Baptists were forced to take more drastic
measures by peacefully protesting at soldiers funerals.
It was then that the Church members
had to endure an inferno bf 'sp·e~'cn-sup-

pressing belligerents. With much wailing
and gnashing of teeth, a group of men on
motorcycles calling themselves the Patriot
Guard Riders denounced the righteous
nudges of the Westboro Baptists by calling
them, "a bunch of bombastic bullies". The
family of a deceased Marine even filed a
lawsuit for emotional distress, among other
things.
In the resuJtant case(Snyder v. Phelps),
the Supreme Court justly handed down
from its lofty bench its judge;.,ent enshrining Westboro Baptist Church's righteous quest to inform all Americans that
"God Hates Fags" and "You're Going to
Hell? outside funerals. The Westboro Baptists' victory in the
Supren:te
Court
musf have been
the fulfillment of
their earthly duties, allowing them
to be raptured into
H eaven.
Despite
· their well-made decision,
the Supreme Court remains on Earth, but I'm
sure it has a reserved seat in
Heaven.
No one knew that
the little Baptist church
founded in Topeka, Kansas
by Fred "Cramps" Phelps
wouJd become the most renowned advocacy group and
the single tool for the commencement of the end of the
world. Like any awareness group,
they started off small,
kindly alerting citizens
of the horrific results
of their ac~eptance of
homosexuals.
Despite
the pandemonium created
by the combined effects of
the motorcycles, the media
and the mourners, the Westboro
1
B'aptis~s prevaileH~ 1Heir judiciil ' • • ' • ' •·

sanction and subsequent assumption into Who will amass the media exposure and
Heaven prove that "Priests Rape Boys" and warn humanity of it's doomed future?
that God does indeed hate us. Dissidents
While many advocates for free speech
condemning the Westboro Baptist's saint- exist, few seem to have much potential.
ly message as torment and buJlying, Fred Members of the carruvore advocacy group
Phelps is laughing at you from his warm P.E.C.A. (People for Enjoying the Consumption of Animals) have begun protestplace in the afterlife.
As a result of Snyder v. Phelps, the righ- ing outside ofP.E.T.A. Members' funerals.
teous can continue to confront the wicked ,'"Thank God For Dead Squirrels'-It's just
graced with the blessings of freedom of ·not the same", stated the leading advocate.
As the Westboro Baptists' Largest crjtic,
speech, and the sudden departure of the
Westboro Baptists has created a power Patriot Guard Riders are now steeling themvacuum in the world of advocacy groups. selves for the worst of God's wrath as punSomeone ha·s to take on the role of most ishment for disturbing the Westboro Sapillustrious advocate of freedom of speech. tists' protests. Wi~ the Westboro Baptists
gone and enjoying the splendor of God's
presence, the Patri'ot Guard Riders can only
pray. I hear the trumpets already. •

Mentioning squirrels aro!fnd Becky sends her into
an unstoppable blood rage. Do so at your I)Wn risk.
Dim.ISS this article at qmbutd.com!
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SOCIAL COMMENTARY

-Arabic and Alternatives~-

Polyglotophilia
when communication is more difficult.
I took Spanish as a chlld and through high
school and it has been beneficial to me in
countless ways and situations. H owever, 1 have at
times wished I spoke a third language in addition
to Spanish and E nglish.
Learning any foreign language as a child
comes with various opportunities and benefits.
It makes communication with people from
When Mansfield ISD
administrators differenr countries easier. Many people find it
announced that some schools would begin intimidating to visit another country without
offering Arabic classes thanks to a Foreign any abiliry to speak the language; studying a
Language Assistance Program (FLAP) grant foreign language makes it easier to expand one's
provided by the U.S. Department of Education, worldview through travel.
I n addition, learning a foreign language,
they surely did not expect it to be nearly as
controversial as it has been. The grant provides especially as a child, can promote an appreciation
the school district the financial means to offer a for language in general and, therefore, an interest
in one's own language.
unique program many school districts cannot.
Perhaps most importantly, learning a foreign
With the increasing importance of learning
other languages as the business world becomes language promotes awareness and acceptance of
more globalized, the study of Arabic will someday another culture and an appreciation for it that
prevenrs bigotry, both because language classes
be a definite advantage to these chlJdren.
1l1e school district has since stated that often ruscuss and promote an appreciation for
no schools in the district will be making these the culture of the region in which the language is
classes mandatory for children at any grade level. spoken and because an inability to communicate
Mandatory or not, offering Arabic classes will still breeds mistrust.
If you can speak someone's language, there is
benefit the children at these schools. However,
the advantages oflearning a second language arc a bond between you that makes it hard for this
not limited to Arabic. School rustricts in Texas prejudice to exist.
The existence of Anti-Islamic sentiment in our
and in other states should require children to
learn several foreign languages in addition to country is one of the most convincing reasons to
offer Arabic classes.
English.
Prejudice in general
Offering
is a strong reason to
Spanish classes As a nation, we need to commit to
require children to
in Texas schools helping our children recognize the
learn multiple foreign
makes
sense
languages, especially
given
Texas' world outside America if we are
in rustricts fortunate
proximity
to to facilitate their successes in the
enough to have ilie
Mexico
and
funding to make
is
definitely rapidly globalizing business world
this a possibility.
something that
The study of foreign
should not be
sacrificed in order to make room for Arabic. languages in schools is critical to help ease the
With so many immigrants from Mexico and cultural tensions that persist in our society.
Our education system and our country in
so many people who have relatives on the oilier
side of the border, Texans need to accept that, general would benefit from children being
without knowing Spanish, there are sintations required to have classes in three rufferent

languages in adrution to English each week. If
mandating three languages to learn seems too
rigid or it seems impossible to simply choose three
languages and say they are the most important,
ilien schools with the fu nds to do so could
offer five languages and atlow children, wiili
ilie assistance of ilieir parents, to choose three.
There are many options, and they all rely on
mandating that chlJdren study multiple
foreign languages in addition to English.
Regardless of the languages chosen,
children will benefit from these studies.
Lessons on awareness and acceptance of
oilier cultures can be incorporated into
classes on any foreign language and need
not be limited to one particular region or
culture.
Learning other languages makes
it easier for children to accept people
from different backgrounds; the study
of a language not one's own in general
opens one's mind to the realization that
other cultures and beliefs arc in no way
inferior and produces awareness of other
parts of the world. Ir also promotes an
appreciation for language in general,
which is even beneficial to the study of
on~:'s first language.
As a nation, we need to commit to
helping our children recognize the world
outside An1erica if we arc to fm.:ilitatc
their successes in the rapidly globalizing
business world as well as their abilities to
thrive. in a world where languages and ideas
sprea.d more rapidly than ever.
The sntdcnts in our schools
welcome these challenges with acceptance
in order to case cultural tensions in our
society, and the implementation of a
curriculum that requires children to study
multiple foreign languages is the way to make
this possible. •

Camillr h111 a vrry, vrry ralmttd tongut.
D isruss this artie/~ at q mp 11td,com !
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language and culture would help to stop hatred
against Arab immigrants and their US-born
..
,..~ ·~ ·..·.
descendants. While it is true that hate crimes
.
against Arabs rose to all-time highs after the 9/11
attacks, it has since plummeted (down from 546
incidents in 2001 to 132 incidents in 2009) and is
by jason didier
definitely
not a major problem as far as the current
jjd090020@utdallas.cdu
---state of race/religious relations in the US.
The main concern is that currently there is
rampant "Islamophobia"in the US. Islam originates
In late February, CBS Dallas reported
on the Arabian Peninsula and is the religion of a
that Mansfield ISO, located south of
majority of Arabs. While it is definitely true that
Forth Worth, was going to implement
there is hate towards them in the US, the idea that
mandatory Arabic classes which received
it is the most problematic religious hatred, or is
strong public reactions on the national
even rampant, is a vast misconception.
level.1l1e program was in accordance with
According to a 2009 FBI report
a 1.3 million dollar government
only 8.4% of religiously motivated hate
grant to help develop foreign
crimes were against Muslims living in
skills
because, If a foreign language is an optional high
language
the US (6.7% were against Christians,
according to them, Arabic is
71.90Al were against Jews, and the other
one of the· "languages of the school elective there isn't a problem, but if
8.3% were against the other religions
future".
it is a requirement for students, especially
and atheists).
While Mansfield TSD has
Looking at these numbers we see
issued a press release saying students kindergarten through sixth grade,
that there not only isn't a major problem
they would be optional, the
with hatred against Muslims, but that
question of whether or not a then there is cause for concern.
they aren't even close to being the most
particular language, especially
persecuted religious group in America.
Arabic, should be a required part of
I
think
schools should have classes on occasion
do
business,
a
majority
of
these
locations
will
not
be
a curriculum has been debated heavily
that teach about religious/racial hate (of all religions
Arabic speaking places.
in the national media.
The largest economy in the Arabic world is Saudi not just Islam) but mandatory language classes
Parents have a right to be mad
about the idea of mandatory Arabia where oil revenues represent over 9()0;6 of the every day for six years is a bit too much, especially
foreign language classes, exports of this country and 75% of the government when its focused on only one religion which is a
which many people revenues. The srudents may need this knowledge if victim ofless than 10% of religious hate crimes.
These factors show why it makes more sense
support. If a foreign they worked for an oil company; but, even then, it
language is an optional wouldn't be necessary for a majority of the workers. to make lang1.1age a higher level elective. l f a hig h
Foreign language shouldn't be mandatory, but school srudent at this school knows he wants to do
high school elective
there isn't a problem, if any language is required then it should at least work which involves Arabic tl1en he can choose
but if it is a requirement be a more relevant language for the American to take a class which will teach him Arabic. This
makes a lot more sense than making every single
for students, especially workforce.
lhe emerging and established global markets srudent take it when a majority of them will never
srudents
kindergarten
through sixth grade, then are in Western Europe and Eastern Asia making use it in their lives. •
languages such as Chinese (largest Asian economy),
there is cause for concern.
Srudents and, more German (largest European economy), and the other
importantly, parents should languages of these regions far more important to a
choose what srudents are global worker than Arabic.
Another argument in favor of creating a
taught outside of the basic math,
jason eluts to learn the language oflove.
Disous this artid~ 11t-ambutd.rom!
mandatory
Arabic program is that learning the
English , and science classes.
•

... :"iii£ :; lbi:/·.

One of the main problems with making Arabic
classes mandatory is whether or not it will be
essential knowledge for a majority of the students.
According to the state department Arabic is a
"language of the future", but it is doubtful if any of
the srudents attending these schools will have use
for it.
This would be implemented in a public school
where not everyone will graduate high school, let
alone attend college. Even for the people that do
go on to college and graduate it is unlikely that
they would have a job that entailed them speaking
Arabic on a regular basis.
While it's definitely true that many of America's
future workers will have to gu around the world to
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They Are Legion
Anonymous explained by a not so anonymous student

by richard barthel
ricky.barthel@gmail.com

----

For the "lulz. "This is the reason the elusive
online group known as Anonymous gives
for many of it's online pranks-pranks like
bringing down entire websites through coordinared attacks. But their influence is not ·
limited to the Internet. Indeed, their electro nic civil disobedience can be felt all over
tbe world.
lt is difficult to define Anonymous. Most
organization~ have leaders, goals, and agendas.
Anonymous doesn't have official messages,
offich1l videos, or an official member list. The
)?;roup is like a swarm, and its members are
anyone who posts anonymously online. Most
~;<..
members frequent various online forums and
/..,~
~o
imageboards where other users post messages,
"5o .
~""'
tmages and videos anonymously. Through
's~'10/'J
. i.).O"''<:>i'
these websites, forums, and chatrooms, the topicsAnonymous
'Yr,o(Js! H.
v:i~\~s~~?- organization, but it
Anonymous hivemind is formed. The concept fliers have even been
tnrn, there might be a clue. \'no
definitely has an effect.
of the hivemind is like the collective will of seen on UTD Campus and
In 2008, Anonymous started
ants.A~ts have no guide orleader, it is through on the Spirit Rocks. It is unknown who targeting the Church of Scientology after
the collective that they decide where to go. If releases videos and creates projects for the the church tried to remove material from
an ant finds food and lays down a scent trail, organization. However, popular ideas created a highly publicized interview with church
member Tom Cntise.
many ants will soon follow-Anonymous within· spread like
works in much the same way.
a pathogen as more
_ The group asserted
Anonymous started in late 2003 through users
participate. Anonymous is the
that
the
church
had participated in
thecreationofEnglish-languageimageboard What is remarkable curious product ofthe
Internet censorship
4chan. From its parent website, Anonymous is how information
spread to other websites and forums and and ideas shared beautiful nature of the
and decided to take
eventually the group became its own entity. on the Internet via
action. Soon, the
Much of the activity of Anonymous started anonymous sources Internet and its force
church was flooded
as juvenile jokes and pranks on 4chan and can spill over into the can be helpful or hurtful.
with black fa:<es (fax
related sites. lndeed, these sites have given real world and affect
pages of all black
birth to memes like lolcats, Rickrolling, and om daily life.
meant to eat up the
Chocolate Rain.
Anonymous has self-organized and targets toner) and prank calls and was the
More recently, Anonymous has been targeted several organizations and businesses target of a distributed denial of service
involved in several high publicity protests. in the past inchiding churches, banks,retailers attack (DDoS). By flooding the church's
Anonymous has also released several videos and persons. It is many times not clear why servers wi_th Internet ~affic, the webs.it~ was
on the lntyr!\~t fe,_g~rdlng varioUs: tp-g~tS~Ilp • • : t)i~· gr_ottp•decides to narrow its fo~U~ Oljl f!~· .rep,e~tydlY. hacked and disabled.
t <t.; • · ,

The group has also been involved in
tacks against major banks and credit
companies. .Anonymous targeted
Mastercard, Paypal and others for reful
to process donations to Wikileaks, the
famous website that has repeatedly rele
classified material and has come under
tack from several world governments
organizations.
Reactions to the group's actions
varied. Many believe that Anonymous'
tronic a tracks result in loss of profit and ·
and is harmful to organizations while o
believe that DDoS attacks are a legit'
form of protest and demonstration.
One of Anonymous' most recent high
.file acts was one of self defense. A week
fore a major security conference, the CEO
the computer security firm HBGary Fed
announced that his company had infiltn1
the ranks of Anonymous and had discov
the identities of the leaders of Anonym
and was planning on openly discuss~g
findings. What followed is what spy nm
are made of-Anonymous responded swi~
by electronically compromising the entire~
frastructure ofHBGary Federal, erasing <bl
defacingwebsites, and obtaining several th
sand confidential emails and releasing the
to the public. HBGary Federal provoked cl
dragon, and was promptly "owned."
Some may consider this collective dang(
ous or criminal Others consider the group.
be a new face to civil disobedience. Ahon
mous is the curious product of the beautil
nature of the Internet and its force can
helpful or hurtful.
J consider Anonymous to be the b1
thing to happen to activism. \.vhen citize
find a channel to gather and protest agait
an ideal, that is the best cure to the can<
of tyranny and allows new ideas to enter t
blood of society. I am sure that Anonymo
will continue to grow and flourish as m<
people become connected to the net. •
Everything R ichard doe.r ~sfor the /ulz.
• .... , ,

:•l(i,S'CJ!Sf !his arfi.de '!tp~nP,utR;~om!_
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by prashant raghavendran
praghavcndran@gmail.com

Just nine months after the close of
the soccer World Cup, the competition
remains the only sport-centered international contest that Americans have paid
lttention tcr-and that at a less frequent
nte than the NFL, NBA and MLB. But
for many expatriates living in this country from other parts of the world, another
~obal competition has taken late, late
night satellite television by storm.
You may not know that we are currendy in the midst of the Cricket World
Cup, currently being played out in Jndia,
Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Even though
our Canadian neighbors have participated
in this contest for the past 2
turns, most of the "true blue"
Americans have not had a
chance or have not made an
effort to welcome this sport
into their homes and their
minds. At this opportune
lime, here is an introduction to cricket.
ln the most basic sense,
cricket can best be compared to baseball, and like
any other sport, the object
of 'the game is to score
more than the o~her team.
Squads ofeleven take turns
batting and fielding. For
50 overs (mini innings)
consisting of 6 balls each,
bowlers (pitchers) attempt
to get batsmen out, while
the batters try to score
runs. l n the short ver•
'''
,i '
;ion of the game, the

~

average score accumulated by a first-rate the greatest of odds.
. team will be about 300 runs. If 10 wickOn the Indian team, you have Hinets (pegs that, when knocked
dus and Muslims cooperating and
down, count as an out)
rejoicing about each other's
are made before the 50
feats when in the streets
overs are up,
· they fight day
then the batafter day. On
ting team is Like soccer, cricket is a sport that the Sri Lankan
done, and it
Team, Sinhalese
is the other has been great about accepting
revere the abiliteam's turn many different ethnicities and
ties of a Tamilian bowler, who
to chase this
groups of people into its fold.
total.
has been one of
To score
the most effecruns,
you
tive in the sport,
must either hit the ball
though these two groups
were at war for decades. In
past a boundary on the field
(4 runs if hit along the grou nd, 6
South Mrica, blacks and whites play
if through the air), or hit the ball and run together while remnants of Apartheid arc
between two sets of wickets on~ time for still brooding in the nation.
one run. This whole process
The thrill of sport has
for both teams usually lasts had an effect of quelling
the storm of difference7 or 8 hours.
Whenever I try to ex- based debacles even just
plain or mention cricket, for a few hours. And all it
I usually get a very shallow takes is a piece of wood, a
and dismissing response of, round tennis ball and two
"Oh, you mean that elitist sets of three sticks in any
fqrm of baseball that you play space to do this.
It is not very well
for days and take breaks in
between for the luxuries of tea known, but cricket has
and biscuits?"
made a presence in the
It cannot be helped that USA. The country does have
these people do not know how a· national team, and comcricket is played in the streets petes with other teams in
oflndia and elsewhere by many North America. Like many
different classes of people, and other teams in the western
how it serves as a peaceful point world, it contains both blood
in foreign relations for many na- Americans and immigrants.
tions that would otherwise be at
T eams like these are. great

representations of the demographic of a
country, unlike leagues such as the NBA
and MLB, which are dominated by one
or two ethnic groups. Especially for the
large volume of Americans deriving from
South Asia, cricket is the only sport where
people can support some of their own.
Like soccer, cricket is a sport that has
been great about accepting many different
ethnicities and groups of people into its
fold. This influence has spread, however
very gradually, to America thanks to the
relative success of their neighbors, Canada, in reaching the World Cup during the
past two tournaments.
Unlike with other sports, the person
who serves as the brand ambassador for
cricket does not immediately reflect the
picture of an athletic man. He is not
flashy like Cristiano Ronaldo, nor a towering figure like LeBron James.
Sachin Tendulkar, by far one
of history's best cricketers,
stands at a diminutive 5'8" with
a stocky build. Despite tlJis figure, he has accumulated over
30,000 runs while batting and
200 wickets while bowling
over a 22 year career.
This unconventional hero
represents the surprising
nature of cricket; what you
see is not alw:iys wh'at you
get. And, this only seem s
fair with a sport that was
first officially referenced in
1598, some 240 years before
its more loved version in
America, Baseball. •
Prashant Raghavendran loves to

The tools of cricket from top to bottom: bats, ball, and wickets
(arguably the best name for ''peg in the ground" ever).
·
· •
layout design· by l«inny gr·ay.

go wack some wickets.
Discuss this article at
I
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A Cinematic Invasion
Aliens abduct blockbuster season.

by alex garcia topete
- -alex.garciatopere@gmail.com
- .-...... ....-----~

Let me share with you Hollywood's worstkept-secret: movies come in waves. That
doesn't mean that the films get delivered by
the tide, but instead that movies get made according to trends; once a movie of a certain
kind becomes, or even just promises to be, a
blockbuster hit, others with similar themes or
from the same genre will follow closely-and
I'm not talking about spoofs or clear rip-offs.
Rather, l mean that the big studios go after
the same audiences with the same type of
movies at the same time because it's just better business to ride with the wave.
Take the example of Dreamworks and

Cowabunga, dudes! illustration by hung-shiu kwee

Pixar. M ore often than not, their movie
themes go hand in hand. When Pixar made
the Oscar-winning Finding Nemo, Dreamworks brought us Shark Tale. Before those,
Dreamworks made Antz and Pixar responded
with A Bug's Lift.
This year, and specifically during the
blockbuster season th:tt ranges from early
April to early August, most of the Hollywood
studios are betting their big bucks on aliens
(aside from a slew of rerr akes and 4th-level
sequels)- C/ose Encounters of the 1hird Kind
type of aliens, of course. Why? Simply because
aliens are an excellent vehicle for entertainment of all sorts, from special-effects-galore
adventures to films that can be interpreted as
critical commentary about what it is to be human, a person, or a sentient intelligent being
in general.
Ftrst we've got Bat(le Los Angeles, a typical
alien-invasion movie like Independence Day
or War of the Worlds but with the flavor of a
serious war movie like
Black Hawk Down or

best of both genres: there are breath-taking
scenes of landmark destruction and general
devastation of a well-known location (Los
Angeles), accompanied by the emotional
weight of soldiers in the battlefield and the
thrills of realistic battle sequences. Battle Los
Angeles lacks the "White House" element of
its predecessors, and its combat scenes might
be too realistic, too close to war-zone documentary for some, but those elements are precisely what make the movie so refreshing.
Coming soon is Paul, a comedy with the
great funny duo of Englishmen Nick Frost
and Simon Pegg, who starred in the satirical masterpieces Shaun of the Dead and Hot
Fuzz. In the movie, the Area-51 fugitive alien
Paul (think of an alcoholic, havoc-wrecking
E.T. or Alf, voiced by Seth Rogen) befriends
and changes the lives of the sci-fi-obsessed
earthlings played by the British comedians,
while being hunted down by federal agents.
The movie shines some critical Ught upon
human habits and sci-fi cliches, as any good
comedy/satire should, because there's no better way
to take criticism than with
some humor.
Perhaps
the
most waited-for
movie of this
summer, Cowboys & Aliens
promises to be
a wild ride of

Why? Simply because
al iens are an excellent
vehicle for entertainment
of all sorts
entertainment, maybe even with some deeper
message and a smart story. A mix of western
and sci-fi, the filmmakers behind the potential blockbuster (who have also been involve.i
with Iron Man, Star Trek, and TV's Fringt)
have described it as a version of the Oscar·
winning classic Unforgiven in the middle <i
which the creatures from Aliens appeas-and
that's pretty much what everyone knows about
its plotline. The rest of its promise of success
comes from the cast: James Bond franchises
Daniel Craig, lnditma jones's Harrison Ford,
jurassic Park's Sam Neill, the beautiful Ana dt
la Reguera (the nun from Nacho Libre), and
TRON Legacy's stunning-yet-tough-as-nails
Olivia Wilde. Here's hoping that all the bu'l'l
that the movie has generated over the past
eight months proves on its opening night to
have been worth it.
1bere are more examples of 2011's alien
wave with a variety of origins, styles, and purposes, from the comic-book-based 1he Green
Lantem with Ryan Reynolds, to J.J. Abrams's
suspenseful Super 8, to Michael Bay's bombastic Transformers 3. Only time and ticket
sales will tell which ones from the pack will
be hits and which ones will be misses.
Ultimately, Hollywood probably chose
aliens for this year due to the fact that they're
all-around fun: fun to play for actors,. fun
to make for special effects, fun to watch for
auwences, and v ery fun to kill on the scree
(ask any Halo fan)....-au while shO\ving som
potential to have deeper meanings (and th
better stories, intended or unintended)
ga'rding human character and our world whe
aliens come to visit. •
Alex's pro-alienrnovit stanu i.r d11e to his
de.rprmte need lfJ NOT be probed.
Di.rmss this article at amputd.com!
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The new album The King of Limbs
showcases Radiohead doing what it has
done best--Creating an atmospheric
and encompassing blend of e1ectronica,
guitar lines, raw vocals, and atypical
song strucrures.
Nevertheless, King is not everyone's
cup of tea and probably won't draw in
any new fans.
Although it's a fairly cohesive follow-up to In Rainbows, King does not
have the accessibility of its predecessor.
Rainbows included such fast-paced,
catchy tracks as "Bodysnatchers" and
"Jigsaw Falling Into Place" in addition
to less-frantic, melodic songs, such as
"Reckoner" and "House of Cards",
while the more widely accessible songs
on King are slower, almost lullaby-like,
and concentrated toward the end (the
beautiful "Give Up the Ghost" and
"Separator").

The Dodos

No Color
(Frenchkiss Records; 20 I I)

•

&
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ycle

Radiohead

The King of Limbs
(Self-released; 20 I I)

Recommended Tracks: 1, 4, 9
Recommended if You Like: Mumford
and Sons, Local Natives, Friday nights at
a dive bar in small industrial districts.
Although The Dodo~' music is technically lumped into the folk category, don't
be fooled : the band is loud, largely because
of its driving drum lines. Opener "Black
Night" sets the stage with larger-than-life
drum beats that dictate the quick pace of
the song and, indeed, most of the album.
No Color, the band's fourth album,
demonstrates a sound that is distinctly
characteristic of previous albums yet still
shows development. The charming guitar
of "Companiops" and the delicate intro
of"Hunting Season" display a softer side
of the group than was evident in its most
popular song to date, "Fools" from Visiter.
In a move to try out something new and
include . guest artists on the album, the
band enlisted Neko Case, famous both
for her work with the New Pornographers
and as a solo artist, to provide backup vocals for some of the album.

Despite-or maybe because of-its
expert and subtle crafting, "Lo.us
F lower", the first single, takes a few .
listens for even those familiar with the
sound to appreciate; after those listens,
though, it becomes nearly impossible
to stop listening to it.
This single reaffirms Radiobead's
distinct ability to write music that
grows on the listener over time.
Later in the album, the jittery
rhythms of the first single and "Morning Mr. Magpie" are counterbalanced by
unhurried, entrancing tracks, especially
"Separator". For Radiohead fans fo"Y1d
of the band's more electronic-laden
direction, King will be a welcome addition to the catalog. lt is improbable,
though, that anyone not previously appreciative of the band will be won over
by this latest effor~. •

That is not to say The Dodos has abandoned its roots. High-energy tracks such
as "Good" and "Sleep" dominate the first
half of the album, upholding the band's
reputation for raucous and dynamic music. The album even ends on a frenzied
note, with pulsating drums and skillfully
executed guitar melodies in the appropriately titled "Don't Stop".
In "Going Under", the singer croons,
"I hope you know, I've only begun."With
four well-received Dodos albums in only
five years, that is an exciting prospect for
fans both new and old. •

Liz hM only just begun, and that's an exciting
prospectJorfans both new and old.
Discuss this article at am,fmtd.com!
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Comic Corner
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TEMOC,I KNO\J
WHAT W~~E

GON~A DO

Y!

~heen or
I
2
3

Try to guess who said the following quotes: Charlie Sheen or Muammar Gaddafi?

"I have a disease? BuJlshit. I cured it with my

• brain."

"A woman has the right to run for election

• · whether she's male or female!"
"Were it not for electricity, we would have to
• watch television in the dark."

4

7•

"I am like the Q1,1een of England."

8
9

"Please can I have your attention? All of you
are tired, havingjet lag. You are tired. All of
• you are as1eep. "
"Your face wilJ melt off and your children will
• weep over your exploded body."

"I have defeated this earthworm with my
• words- imagine what I would have done with
my tire-breathing fists."

I0

"I'm not Thomas jefferson. He was a
• pussy."

"I'm extremely old-fashioned, I'm a nobleman,
• I'm chivalrous."

II

"There's a new sheriff in town. And he has
• an army of assassins."

5
6

Gaddafi?

"I woke up at 4am, before dawn. You should be
• asleep. You're all tired after a sleepless night."

I 2•

"They picked a fight with a warlock."

pUZZLES~~~
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A ME

by chelsea wolfe
iluvthebassoon@aim.com

Across:
L Fluffy Accessory
4. SOM Program for Tabulators
7. Coffee Alternative OR Fun with
Di.ck and jane's Leoni
10. Sword's Mightier Rival
13. "To play by _ _ "
14. Merit scholarship at UTD
l5.Sick
16. Brazilian city, for short
17. Famous Chicago newspaper
19. Copper or nickel
21. Pointy-eared Princess
22. Brad Pitt and Jennifer Aniston
23.1he more recent animated hunchback
25. Hotmail provider
27. NichoLas Sparks' _ _ John
30. Depp's new animated film
32. Charge avoidable with a cab
33."
the Woods"a Sondheim musical
34. Hot Spring
35. Ferrell and Heder's "-ofGlory"
38. Prayer ender
39. McShane or McKellen
40. Pecan or Macadamia
42. "Just Go With It" Sandler
46. Movie companion
48. Two Lincolns
S1. Where footwear wears
52. Mendes or Longoria
53. What months turn into
55. Acclaimed De Niro
and Pacino film
56. Horror film street
57.2,000 lbs. exacdy [2 wds.]
58. Rowan Atkinson's "Mr.
60. "Wanna ta~ it for _ _ __
drive?" [2 wds.]
63. Magical show starring three witches
66. Alec, to Stephen Baldwin
69. "Ready, ___ , Fire!"
70. Big bird from down under
71. Appetit or Voyage
72. Pitcher's stat
73. Intrusive airport organization
74. Bill- __, the Science Guy!
75.(lues.C~uoterpart

76.Satiric

Down:
1. What you place at a craps table
2. Boat mover
3. Grand Canyon state
4. Giamatti or Newman
5.Awaitjudgment
6. On open waters
7. To even a score
8. Dory's voice actress __
DeGeneres
9.Jeopardy Host _Trebek
10. "I'm here!"
11. "Ich hin __ Berliner"
12. "She loves me, she loves me __"
18. Titanic obstacle
20. TV, radio, etc.
23. A taxing organi2.ation
24. "Mind the _ _"- a warning
to London train passengers
25. Rain and dirt
26. Jude Law's two-time fiancee
_ _ _ Miller
28. Eat~n pa.~t tense
29. "TheDa Vinci Code" director,
_ __ Howard
31. "'The force will be with you,
always"- __ -Wan Kenobi
32. Survived Babylon's lion den
36.Boy
37. Tah legal action against
41. Give it a whirl
42. Pokemon master
43.John or]ane
44. "Where the skies are so blue"
45. 39.37 inches
47. "Forget it" in textinglanguage
48. Actor McConaughey
49. "Cluid _Quo"
50. Game Show Network, for short
54. A wicked witch's home
56. The Joker, to Batman
59. Prayer ender
60. "Dancing Queen" singing group
:Legacy
61. Summer sequel,
62. Tons of time
63. Dr. Seuss' "1he _ _ in the Hat"
64.Nothers
65. DowneyJr. and Gali.fiana.ki.s
movie, ___ Date
67. To mess up
68. Biopic film, starringJamie Foxx

Have a puzzle you want to
see? Want to WTite your own
-crossword?
Let us know. Send emails to:
amodestproposal@gmail.com
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Sudoku

9

4 9 1
6 7
5
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P,iip.culty: Winning

Capture 'l~·i<~

4 5

5 7 1

9 6

8
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•Capture
• is a •two player
• game
• where
• the•players• take•turns connecting
• • dots
• that• are horizontally
• •
•
•

2

3
8

Discws thm: puzzles 41

2
6

3

AMP is not respt:msiblefor GP.d lollS due
/rJ obsessive pu:ule Jo!ving;AMP tllkes
• tretlitfor inrrtased GPA due /rJ obseuive
puzzle sol<uing.
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Puzzles
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or vertically adjacent. Ifa player comP.letes a square by connecting two dots then they capture
that square, putting their initial in the captured square. You must draw another line after
making a capture. A playe.r may, thus, make a large number of captures in a single turn. Mte.r
the last capture he must still «:~nne~ two dots ..Jhe p~rs~n who captures the most squares w!_ns:_

(AMP) - Having officially run
ideas, the American movie industry has
a self described "circle jerk of creative
..-ll!lllllrv." by finding a variety of different
and actors to star in remakes of old

already done remakes, sequels,
and homages to all of the good and
we decided to take a second shot at
that made money- or didn't! If at first you
P'cce,ed..." commented an industry insider.
up will be Space Jam: All Jammed Up,
to the popular '96 basketball film, this
•:usirla on football. When the villians steal
of NFL football players, they fail to get
(because of age) or Micheal Vick's
ofjail). The two team up with Bugs Bunny
Duck to save Looney Toon Land. The
with both men being arrested, one
••uuuJllc:wlv scarring Yosemite Sam, and the
running a lopsided cockfight between
Leghorn and Tweety Bird.
this summer will see a remake of Ferris

Bueller's Day Off, by acclaimed director Seiior
Spielbergo. The remake stars Michael Cera as
Ferris, Sarah Silvennan as Ferris' girlfriend Sloan,
Steve Carrell as Principal Rooney, and Zach
Galifianakis as his sidekick Cameron. "It'll be the
most stilted, awkward and uncomfortable movie
of the season" raved a producer attached to the
film, "the original was an all ages masterpiece for
the whole family, but you won't want to see this
one with anyone you know!"
In addition to the currently in-production film
Monopoly, to be directed by Ridley Scott, other
board game based movies are currently i.n preproduction: The Cohen brothers' Mousetrap,
Disney's Settlers of Catan: Race to Sheep Portal,
Michael Bay's jenga, Christopher Nolan's Cranium,
and Sophia Coppola's Taboo.
After a remake of Citizen Kane was announced
by the only person in Hollywood arrogant
enough to try it (James Cameron) other remakes
were quickly announced to be under production
include Darren Aronof.sky's Animal House,
Judd Apatow's Sixteen Candles, Edgar Wright's
Schindler's List, Rob Zombie's Ghostbusters, Zach
Snyder's 12 Angry Men (starring The Muppets),
Tim Burton's The Sound of Music (starring Lady
Gaga), and Tyler Perry's Shaft. •

National Geographic
quietly voted the 'weirdest
thing on TV'
YOUR TV (AMP)- Did you know that male
spiders lose their Peter Parkers in the female
t
after sex? Did you know that they fight better
after doing so? WELCOME TO THE WORLD
OFNATGEO.
Other highlights include piss-covered
barbed-penis monkey sex, Chinese singledigit mini dinosaurs, ZOMBIE ANTS, frogs
with teeth, bear~ the size of Hummers. and
carnivorous urinal plants eating bat guano.
You can't make tltis sltit up.
So if its weird. involves animal sex, things
that shouldn't have teeth having teeth, and.
flicking off the world in general... it's Nat
Geo.•
Americans Try to Learn Other Sports,

Fail Miserably
AMERICA (AMP} - With the dissolution of
the NFL Player's Association - which might
result in the cancellationofthisyear'sfootball
season - ~ople all across the nation have
attempted to find a new source fbr their
professional violent spo.rts addiction.
They tried baseball, but it was too boring.
They tried Canadian Football, but it was
tooweil:d.
They tried NASCAR, but·it was too simple.
They tried cricket, but it :was · too
complicated.
Theyttied rugby but ity.v.as too sott.
Then they reinstituted the gladiatoral
arena~ and it was just right!

What happ ens in Vegas ...

•

Fog Log,s mysterious death.
I{IGH.AlU)SON (AMP') - ·'Thf:l most:recent · ·
addition to carnpus,our FogLogT.M, was recently
found d,ying in the middle of: mall,_&~lit wide
open, laying face dow#. in a p®lof waf~r.
,Authorities haw ali::eady. brought in both
the Lovejaclc and. Spirit RockS:for qU.estjoning. ·
Some<particularly paranoid · deteoti~s~ have.
even gone so far as . to place blame on· the
toundabo\lt near the grassy moll, aitd CeciL.
G.re~'s head has refus-eg · c:i0ri$nerit, ;$a_ying ·
·· reporters "rubbed [hiin] ·the.W;tong wayf; , .

.blit~=d·~~~~f;~~,~~~i~1~::~;;~
'
,
manhas-bt:!en
whoo$hed

bro\{~ht to J~tice:'' •

··

by D'Brickashaw Cunningham.
Spring Break Correspondant
LAS .VEGAS (AMP) - Spring break in the
Sin City was that much more outrageous this
past month, with the bacchanalian arrival of
UT Dallas' own Student Government President
Grace Bielawski and Vice President Dina
Shahrokhi. After conning their way into a
penthouse through god only knows what
kind of threats and bribery, the duo and their
henchmen proceeded to hit thf! town in a fashion
that made Ke$ha look like Jackie Kennedy.
Justifiying the expense as "an expansion
of the education experience", the two pulled
from the SG budget to fund their week long
gainhling riot. Eschewing traditional games
like blackjack or poker, the pair bet heavily
on things like kangaroo boxing, human cage
fights, pie eating contests, and curling.
The final three days of their trip is entirely
unacounted for, having been spent in a
drunken and drug-addled blackout. The group
briefly regained full consciousness (with a
hangover best measured by the Jtichter scale)
to appreciate the path of destruction left in their
wake: two burned down hotels; every animal

Bellagio water fountain somehow
Kool.Aid, Wayne Newton's head
stick, and a personal Elvis 1m]pe1rso:natc*
group. A representative of Las Vecras;JI!
recovery "will take years of hard
city has already petitioned for FEMA
During the truly epic bender, tl!e
apparently had time to dabble in state
with their Student Allies ticket now
largest political party in the Nevada
Assembly. Ms. Bielawski continues to
for the next governor's race, and Ms.
name has been floated for Senator.
Bookies in Vegas have already set
at 10 million to one as to whether or
pair would ev~r be held responsible
actions, saying "you got to know
them, know when to fold them,
walk away, and know when to nm."
When asked whether or not the
any remorse for their actions, Ms.
just laughed and laughed and 'Cl"'Y"'.,..
Shahrok.hi replied "The kids just
chance." •
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